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I’d like to thank the Park Service for inviting me here today to talk a little about beach driving activities and their effects on threatened and endangered sea turtles.  The Fish and Wildlife Service’s Southeast Region Sea Turtle Recovery Coordinator, Ann Marie Lauritsen would also have been with us here today but is on detail in the role of the Fish and Wildlife Service’s International Sea Turtle Specialist in the Division of International Conservation. What I’d like to do is run through my entire presentation, so if you would, please hold any questions until the end and I’d be happy to answer them at that time.  So let’s get started.  
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Sea Turtles Nesting in the SE U.S. 
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Status: Endangered 
 

Hawksbill  
(Eretmochelys imbricata) 

 Status: Endangered 

Kemp's Ridley  
(Lepidochelys kempii) 
Status: Endangered 
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Presentation Notes
Like other reptiles, sea turtles are tied to the land in one important way. Females MUST return to the beach to lay their eggs.  During the summer months, sea turtles nest most often at night and prefer dark beaches with the right kind of sand. Sea turtles lay approximately 100-130 eggs per nest.  After about 2 months, hatchlings emerge from the nest.  The majority of hatchlings come out at night with the goal to get to sea as quickly as possible.  They emerge from the nest together to try and limit risk of predation.  Three species of sea turtles, the loggerhead, the green turtle, and the leatherback, regularly nest in the Southeastern United States.  Two other species, the hawksbill and Kemp's ridley, also nest in the Southeastern U.S., but much less frequently.  The loggerhead sea turtle is by far the most common nesting species, so that’s the species I’m going to focus on.  



Sea Turtles 
 have complex 

life cycles 
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Sea turtles have complex life stages and occupy various habitats from the nesting beach to sargassum, to neritic and oceanic zones.  Hatchlings emerge, head to the water and search for sargassum in which to hide and feed.  Juvenile and adult sea turtles use the neritic environment and adjacent bays and lagoons as well as oceans beyond the continental shelf –oceanic-phase loggerheads moving great distances between foraging areas and nesting beaches.  The Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service share Federal jurisdiction for sea turtles, with the Fish and Wildlife Service having lead responsibility on nesting beaches and the National Marine Fisheries Service having lead responsibility in the marine environment.   

http://portal.fwc.state.fl.us/DOI/Divisions/HSC/Imperiled%20Species%20Management%20S/ImperiledSpecies/turtles/Sea%20Turtle%20Pictures%20For%20Sharepoint%20Site/2010%20Oil%20SPill/Nest%20Excavation%20Photos%202010/2010%200728%20SGI%20turtle%20Donovan/2010%200728%20St.%20George%20turtle%20016.JPG


Global distribution of loggerhead nesting assemblages  
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The loggerhead was listed on July 28, 1978, as a threatened species under the Endangered Species Act of 1973. On October 24, 2011, National Marine Fisheries Service and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service issued a final rule identifying nine distinct population segments for the loggerhead world-wide.  The Northwest Atlantic Distinct Population Segment – which includes turtles nesting in the Southeast U.S., is designated as threatened.GREEN DOT - The most recent reviews show that only two loggerhead nesting aggregations (represented by the Green Dots) have greater than 10,000 females nesting per year:  South Florida (U.S.) and Masirah (Oman).   BLUE DOT - Those nesting aggregations with 1,000 to just under 10,000 females nesting each year are Georgia through North Carolina (U.S.), Quintana Roo and Yucatán (Mexico), Brazil, Cape Verde Islands (Cape Verde, eastern Atlantic off Africa), and Western Australia (Australia).   RED DOT - Smaller nesting aggregations with 100 to just under 1,000 nesting females annually occur in the Northern Gulf of Mexico (U.S.), Dry Tortugas (U.S.), Cay Sal Bank (The Bahamas), Tongaland (South Africa), Mozambique, Arabian Sea Coast (Oman), Halaniyat Islands (Oman), Cyprus, Peloponnesus (Greece), Island of Zakynthos (Greece), Turkey, Queensland (Australia), and Japan. The population nesting in Oman is declining, so the U.S. population may now be the largest.  



Georgia - South Carolina - North Carolina 
Northern Recovery Unit 
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As in the rest of the southeast U.S., the loggerhead is the most abundant nesting species in Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina.  Based on a combination of genetics and geopolitical boundaries, the Loggerhead Recovery Team has identified loggerheads that nest in North Carolina as part of a Northern Recovery Unit, which is defined as loggerheads originating from nesting beaches from the Florida-Georgia border through southern Virginia (the northern extent of the nesting range). Although the loggerhead is the predominant nester in North Carolina, the green turtle nests regularly in the State, although in smaller numbers.  Also in recent years we’ve been seeing increased nesting by the leatherback, but again in smaller numbers.  One thing I’d like to point out is that leatherback nesting typically begins earlier than loggerhead nesting and green turtle nesting begins later although there is some overlap in nesting between these species.  We also have accounts for four Kemp’s ridley nests in NC in 2016. Fortunately, both green and leatherback nesting in the southeast U.S. appears to be increasing.  Loggerheads had a great year but it is difficult to interpret a trend at this point. Numbers are higher than they were during the nesting decline in the late 90s.  



Loggerhead Northern Recovery Unit Population Trend 
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Presentation Notes
The Northern Recovery Unit, which, again, is composed of loggerheads from NC, SC, & GA, is the second largest loggerhead nesting aggregation in the U.S.  Annual nest totals from northern beaches averaged a little over 5,200 nests from 1989-2008 (representing approximately 1,300 nesting females per year). Statistical analyses of nest counts collected from standardized daily beach surveys show a significant decline of 1.3% annually from 1983-2008 for the Northern Recovery Unit. Overall, there is strong statistical evidence to suggest the Loggerhead Northern Recovery Unit has sustained a long-term decline.  
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BY ISLAND DATA

		

		Hammocks		1983		36		3.5835189385

		Hammocks		1984		26		3.258096538

		Hammocks		1985		51		3.9318256327

		Hammocks		1986		47		3.8501476017

		Hammocks		1987		30		3.4011973817

		Hammocks		1988		17		2.8332133441

		Hammocks		1989		30		3.4011973817

		Hammocks		1990		37		3.6109179126

		Hammocks		1991		44		3.7841896339

		Hammocks		1992		42		3.7376696183

		Hammocks		1993		15		2.7080502011

		Hammocks		1994		34		3.5263605246

		Hammocks		1995		12		2.4849066498

		Hammocks		1996		23		3.1354942159

		Hammocks		1997		17		2.8332133441

		Hammocks		1998		8		2.0794415417

		Hammocks		1999		46		3.8286413965

		Hammocks		2000		19		2.9444389792

		Hammocks		2001		9		2.1972245773

		Hammocks		2002		16		2.7725887222

		Hammocks		2003		10		2.302585093

		Hammocks		2004		9		2.1972245773

		Hammocks		2005		4		1.3862943611

		Onslow		1983		42		3.7376696183

		Onslow		1984		63		4.1431347264

		Onslow		1985		30		3.4011973817

		Onslow		1986		32		3.4657359028

		Onslow		1987		24		3.1780538303

		Onslow		1988		35		3.5553480615

		Onslow		1989		30		3.4011973817

		Onslow		1990		45		3.8066624898

		Onslow		1991		44		3.7841896339

		Onslow		1992		20		2.9957322736

		Onslow		1993		32		3.4657359028

		Onslow		1994		59		4.0775374439

		Onslow		1995		26		3.258096538

		Onslow		1996		52		3.9512437186

		Onslow		1997		19		2.9444389792

		Onslow		1998		44		3.7841896339

		Onslow		1999		42		3.7376696183

		Onslow		2000		41		3.7135720667

		Onslow		2001		46		3.8286413965

		Onslow		2002		42		3.7376696183

		Onslow		2003		49		3.8918202981

		Onslow		2004		7		1.9459101491

		Onslow		2005		30		3.4011973817

		BaldHead		1983		148		4.9972122738

		BaldHead		1984		126		4.836281907

		BaldHead		1985		132		4.8828019226

		BaldHead		1986		195		5.2729995586

		BaldHead		1987		94		4.5432947823

		BaldHead		1988		112		4.7184988713

		BaldHead		1989		108		4.6821312271

		BaldHead		1990		182		5.2040066871

		BaldHead		1991		181		5.1984970313

		BaldHead		1992		136		4.9126548857

		BaldHead		1993		71		4.262679877

		BaldHead		1994		120		4.7874917428

		BaldHead		1995		88		4.4773368145

		BaldHead		1996		99		4.5951198501

		BaldHead		1997		75		4.3174881135

		BaldHead		1998		88		4.4773368145

		BaldHead		1999		107		4.6728288345

		BaldHead		2000		44		3.7841896339

		BaldHead		2001		77		4.3438054219

		BaldHead		2002		72		4.276666119

		BaldHead		2003		77		4.3438054219

		BaldHead		2004		41		3.7135720667

		BaldHead		2005		58		4.0604430105

		Cape		1983		667		6.5027900459

		Cape		1984		1224		7.1098794631

		Cape		1985		796		6.6795991858

		Cape		1986		1264		7.1420365747

		Cape		1987		825		6.7153833863

		Cape		1988		948		6.8543545023

		Cape		1989		782		6.6618547405

		Cape		1990		1361		7.2159750027

		Cape		1991		1061		6.9669671386

		Cape		1992		1058		6.9641356124

		Cape		1993		579		6.3613024776

		Cape		1994		1228		7.1131421087

		Cape		1995		907		6.8101424501

		Cape		1996		1124		7.0246490305

		Cape		1997		621		6.4313310819

		Cape		1998		1040		6.9469759921

		Cape		1999		1256		7.135687347

		Cape		2000		856		6.7522703761

		Cape		2001		661		6.4937538399

		Cape		2002		878		6.7776465936

		Cape		2003		1151		7.0483864087

		Cape		2004		344		5.8406416574

		Cape		2005		1058		6.9641356124

		EdistoSp		1983		49		3.8918202981

		EdistoSp		1984		121		4.7957905456

		EdistoSp		1985		69		4.2341065046

		EdistoSp		1986		114		4.7361984484

		EdistoSp		1987		54		3.9889840466

		EdistoSp		1988		56		4.0253516907

		EdistoSp		1989		26		3.258096538

		EdistoSp		1990		128		4.8520302639

		EdistoSp		1991		116		4.7535901911

		EdistoSp		1992		104		4.6443908991

		EdistoSp		1993		24		3.1780538303

		EdistoSp		1994		149		5.0039463059

		EdistoSp		1995		35		3.5553480615

		EdistoSp		1996		84		4.4308167988

		EdistoSp		1997		49		3.8918202981

		EdistoSp		1998		54		3.9889840466

		EdistoSp		1999		63		4.1431347264

		EdistoSp		2000		54		3.9889840466

		EdistoSp		2001		44		3.7841896339

		EdistoSp		2002		60		4.0943445622

		EdistoSp		2003		87		4.4659081187

		EdistoSp		2004		20		2.9957322736

		EdistoSp		2005		94		4.5432947823

		Edisto		1983		58		4.0604430105

		Edisto		1984		97		4.5747109785

		Edisto		1985		80		4.3820266347

		Edisto		1986		103		4.6347289882

		Edisto		1987		46		3.8286413965

		Edisto		1988		87		4.4659081187

		Edisto		1989		51		3.9318256327

		Edisto		1990		101		4.6151205168

		Edisto		1991		129		4.8598124044

		Edisto		1992		75		4.3174881135

		Edisto		1993		38		3.6375861597

		Edisto		1994		117		4.7621739348

		Edisto		1995		49		3.8918202981

		Edisto		1996		81		4.3944491547

		Edisto		1997		46		3.8286413965

		Edisto		1998		68		4.2195077052

		Edisto		1999		137		4.9199809258

		Edisto		2000		49		3.8918202981

		Edisto		2001		67		4.2046926194

		Edisto		2002		94		4.5432947823

		Edisto		2003		63		4.1431347264

		Edisto		2004		11		2.3978952728

		Edisto		2005		88		4.4773368145

		Fripp		1983		124		4.8202815656

		Fripp		1984		113		4.7273878187

		Fripp		1985		176		5.170483995

		Fripp		1986		172		5.1474944768

		Fripp		1987		63		4.1431347264

		Fripp		1988		82		4.4067192473

		Fripp		1989		51		3.9318256327

		Fripp		1990		89		4.4886363697

		Fripp		1991		64		4.1588830834

		Fripp		1992		27		3.295836866

		Fripp		1993		8		2.0794415417

		Fripp		1994		9		2.1972245773

		Fripp		1995		19		2.9444389792

		Fripp		1996		31		3.4339872045

		Fripp		1997		8		2.0794415417

		Fripp		1998		68		4.2195077052

		Fripp		1999		40		3.6888794541

		Fripp		2000		37		3.6109179126

		Fripp		2001		43		3.7612001157

		Fripp		2002		24		3.1780538303

		Fripp		2003		54		3.9889840466

		Fripp		2004		9		2.1972245773

		Fripp		2005		40		3.6888794541

		Pritchards		1983		91		4.5108595065

		Pritchards		1984		103		4.6347289882

		Pritchards		1985		69		4.2341065046

		Pritchards		1986		113		4.7273878187

		Pritchards		1987		57		4.0430512678

		Pritchards		1988		176		5.170483995

		Pritchards		1989		103		4.6347289882

		Pritchards		1990		174		5.1590552992

		Pritchards		1991		121		4.7957905456

		Pritchards		1992		118		4.7706846245

		Pritchards		1993		41		3.7135720667

		Pritchards		1994		67		4.2046926194

		Pritchards		1995		113		4.7273878187

		Pritchards		1996		142		4.9558270576

		Pritchards		1997		53		3.9702919136

		Pritchards		1998		169		5.1298987149

		Pritchards		1999		134		4.8978398

		Pritchards		2000		107		4.6728288345

		Pritchards		2001		65		4.1743872699

		Pritchards		2002		94		4.5432947823

		Pritchards		2003		124		4.8202815656

		Pritchards		2004		29		3.36729583

		Pritchards		2005		72		4.276666119

		Wassaw		1983		61		4.1108738642

		Wassaw		1984		71		4.262679877

		Wassaw		1985		66		4.189654742

		Wassaw		1986		47		3.8501476017

		Wassaw		1987		23		3.1354942159

		Wassaw		1988		43		3.7612001157

		Wassaw		1989		44		3.7841896339

		Wassaw		1990		61		4.1108738642

		Wassaw		1991		76		4.3307333403

		Wassaw		1992		79		4.3694478525

		Wassaw		1993		29		3.36729583

		Wassaw		1994		104		4.6443908991

		Wassaw		1995		79		4.3694478525

		Wassaw		1996		135		4.9052747784

		Wassaw		1997		60		4.0943445622

		Wassaw		1998		69		4.2341065046

		Wassaw		1999		125		4.8283137373

		Wassaw		2000		82		4.4067192473

		Wassaw		2001		74		4.3040650932

		Wassaw		2002		56		4.0253516907

		Wassaw		2003		115		4.7449321284

		Wassaw		2004		37		3.6109179126

		Wassaw		2005		104		4.6443908991

		Blackbeard		1983		126		4.836281907

		Blackbeard		1984		199		5.2933048247

		Blackbeard		1985		184		5.2149357576

		Blackbeard		1986		234		5.4553211154

		Blackbeard		1987		110		4.7004803658

		Blackbeard		1988		120		4.7874917428

		Blackbeard		1989		150		5.0106352941

		Blackbeard		1990		217		5.3798973535

		Blackbeard		1991		208		5.3375380797

		Blackbeard		1992		150		5.0106352941

		Blackbeard		1993		56		4.0253516907

		Blackbeard		1994		265		5.579729826

		Blackbeard		1995		122		4.8040210447

		Blackbeard		1996		173		5.1532915945

		Blackbeard		1997		127		4.8441870865

		Blackbeard		1998		178		5.1817835503

		Blackbeard		1999		193		5.2626901889

		Blackbeard		2000		145		4.9767337424

		Blackbeard		2001		135		4.9052747784

		Blackbeard		2002		177		5.1761497326

		Blackbeard		2003		212		5.3565862747

		Blackbeard		2004		35		3.5553480615

		Blackbeard		2005		197		5.2832037287

		LCumberland		1983		107		4.6728288345

		LCumberland		1984		104		4.6443908991

		LCumberland		1985		125		4.8283137373

		LCumberland		1986		109		4.6913478822

		LCumberland		1987		54		3.9889840466

		LCumberland		1988		53		3.9702919136

		LCumberland		1989		46		3.8286413965

		LCumberland		1990		71		4.262679877

		LCumberland		1991		83		4.4188406078

		LCumberland		1992		35		3.5553480615

		LCumberland		1993		38		3.6375861597

		LCumberland		1994		55		4.0073331852

		LCumberland		1995		34		3.5263605246

		LCumberland		1996		25		3.2188758249

		LCumberland		1997		25		3.2188758249

		LCumberland		1998		26		3.258096538

		LCumberland		1999		30		3.4011973817

		LCumberland		2000		41		3.7135720667

		LCumberland		2001		21		3.0445224377

		LCumberland		2002		30		3.4011973817

		LCumberland		2003		56		4.0253516907

		LCumberland		2004		7		1.9459101491

		LCumberland		2005		21		3.0445224377





25-year data + South

		

				Ham. Beach SP		Onslow Bch		Bald Head		South		Cape		Edisto Bch SP		Edisto Bch		Fripp		Pritchards		Wassaw		Blackbeard		L. Cumberland		23-year Total		ln

		1983		36		42		148		104		667		49		58		124		91		61		126		107		1613		7.3858510781

		1984		26		63		126		135		1224		121		97		113		103		71		199		104		2382		7.7756957499

		1985		51		30		132		109		796		69		80		176		69		66		184		125		1887		7.5427435454

		1986		47		32		195		88		1264		114		103		172		113		47		234		109		2518		7.8312202146

		1987		30		24		94		58		825		54		46		63		57		23		110		54		1438		7.2710085383

		1988		17		35		112		154		948		56		87		82		176		43		120		53		1883		7.5406215287

		1989		30		30		108		92		782		26		51		51		103		44		150		46		1513		7.3218497138

		1990		37		45		182		234		1361		128		101		89		174		61		217		71		2700		7.901007052

		1991		44		44		181		170		1061		116		129		64		121		76		208		83		2297		7.7393592027

		1992		42		20		136		172		1058		104		75		27		118		79		150		35		2016		7.6088706292

		1993		15		32		71		220		579		24		38		8		41		29		56		38		1151		7.0483864087

		1994		34		59		120		267		1228		149		117		9		67		104		265		55		2474		7.813591553

		1995		12		26		88		129		907		35		49		19		113		79		122		34		1613		7.3858510781

		1996		23		52		99		231		1124		84		81		31		142		135		173		25		2200		7.6962126393

		1997		17		19		75		122		621		49		46		8		53		60		127		25		1222		7.1082441397

		1998		8		44		88		229		1040		54		68		68		169		69		178		26		2041		7.6211951628

		1999		46		42		107		166		1256		63		137		40		134		125		193		30		2339		7.7574787666

		2000		19		41		44		125		856		54		49		37		107		82		145		41		1600		7.3777589082

		2001		9		46		77		95		661		44		67		43		65		74		135		21		1337		7.1981835771

		2002		16		42		72		89		878		60		94		24		94		56		177		30		1632		7.3975615355

		2003		10		49		77		99		1151		87		63		54		124		115		212		56		2097		7.6482630309

		2004		9		7		41		16		344		20		11		9		29		37		35		7		565		6.3368257311

		2005		4		30		58		59		1058		94		88		40		72		104		197		21		1825		7.509335266

		2006		10		36		63		102		1222		71		50		31		66		141		227		23		2042		7.6216849987

		2007		17		30		50		83		709		60		66		14		26		63		104		15		1237		7.1204443724

				23-year Total		ln

		1983		1613		7.3858510781

		1984		2382		7.7756957499

		1985		1887		7.5427435454

		1986		2518		7.8312202146

		1987		1438		7.2710085383

		1988		1883		7.5406215287

		1989		1513		7.3218497138

		1990		2700		7.901007052

		1991		2297		7.7393592027

		1992		2016		7.6088706292

		1993		1151		7.0483864087

		1994		2474		7.813591553

		1995		1613		7.3858510781

		1996		2200		7.6962126393

		1997		1222		7.1082441397

		1998		2041		7.6211951628

		1999		2339		7.7574787666

		2000		1600		7.3777589082

		2001		1337		7.1981835771

		2002		1632		7.3975615355

		2003		2097		7.6482630309

		2004		565		6.3368257311

		2005		1825		7.509335266

		2006		2042		7.6216849987

		2007		1236		7.119635638





Sheet1

		SUMMARY OUTPUT

		Regression Statistics

		Multiple R		0.3222551373

		R Square		0.1038483735

		Adjusted R Square		0.0648852593

		Standard Error		7.1170252531

		Observations		25

		ANOVA

				df		SS		MS		F		Significance F

		Regression		1		135.0028855869		135.0028855869		2.6652996218		0.1161756265

		Residual		23		1164.9971144131		50.6520484527

		Total		24		1300

				Coefficients		Standard Error		t Stat		P-value		Lower 95%		Upper 95%		Lower 95.0%		Upper 95.0%

		Intercept		2046.7624287139		31.7379474901		64.489439002		1.70430159625354E-27		1981.1075714827		2112.4172859452		1981.1075714827		2112.4172859452

		X Variable 1		-7.0088584166		4.2931322606		-1.6325745379		0.1161756265		-15.8898670494		1.8721502162		-15.8898670494		1.8721502162





25-YEAR DATA

		

		Loggerhead nest counts used to calculate 25-year trend analysis.

				Ham. Beach SP		Onslow Bch		Bald Head		Cape		Edisto Bch SP		Edisto Bch		Fripp		Pritchards		Wassaw		Blackbeard		L. Cumberland		23-year Total		ln

		1983		36		42		148		667		49		58		124		91		61		126		107		1509		7.3192024588

		1984		26		63		126		1224		121		97		113		103		71		199		104		2247		7.7173512722

		1985		51		30		132		796		69		80		176		69		66		184		125		1778		7.4832444161

		1986		47		32		195		1264		114		103		172		113		47		234		109		2430		7.7956465363

		1987		30		24		94		825		54		46		63		57		23		110		54		1380		7.2298387782

		1988		17		35		112		948		56		87		82		176		43		120		53		1729		7.4552984857

		1989		30		30		108		782		26		51		51		103		44		150		46		1421		7.2591161281

		1990		37		45		182		1361		128		101		89		174		61		217		71		2466		7.8103526837

		1991		44		44		181		1061		116		129		64		121		76		208		83		2127		7.6624678152

		1992		42		20		136		1058		104		75		27		118		79		150		35		1844		7.5196924041

		1993		15		32		71		579		24		38		8		41		29		56		38		931		6.8362592773

		1994		34		59		120		1228		149		117		9		67		104		265		55		2207		7.6993894063

		1995		12		26		88		907		35		49		19		113		79		122		34		1484		7.3024964237

		1996		23		52		99		1124		84		81		31		142		135		173		25		1969		7.5852810786

		1997		17		19		75		621		49		46		8		53		60		127		25		1100		7.0030654588

		1998		8		44		88		1040		54		68		68		169		69		178		26		1812		7.5021864866

		1999		46		42		107		1256		63		137		40		134		125		193		30		2173		7.6838639803

		2000		19		41		44		856		54		49		37		107		82		145		41		1475		7.2964132688

		2001		9		46		77		661		44		67		43		65		74		135		21		1242		7.1244782625

		2002		16		42		72		878		60		94		24		94		56		177		30		1543		7.3414838524

		2003		10		49		77		1151		87		63		54		124		115		212		56		1998		7.5999019592

		2004		9		7		41		344		20		11		9		29		37		35		7		549		6.3080984415

		2005		4		30		58		1058		94		88		40		72		104		197		21		1766		7.4764723812

		2006		10		36		63		1222		71		50		31		66		141		227		23		1940		7.5704432521

		2007		17		30		50		709		65		66		14		26		63		104		15		1159		7.0553128433

		2008		18		33		103		1114		48		42		35		34		120		260		47		1854		7.5251007461

		Onslow Beach- surveyed the entire beach in 2006.  Estimate is for same section as past years.

				23-year Total		ln												Column1

		1983		1509		7.3192024588

		1984		2247		7.7173512722												Mean		1697.1923076923

		1985		1778		7.4832444161												Standard Error		91.9246852128

		1986		2430		7.7956465363												Median		1772

		1987		1380		7.2298387782												Mode

		1988		1729		7.4552984857												Standard Deviation		468.7257636811

		1989		1421		7.2591161281												Sample Variance		219703.841538461

		1990		2466		7.8103526837												Kurtosis		0.0422437549

		1991		2127		7.6624678152												Skewness		-0.4675587252

		1992		1844		7.5196924041												Range		1917

		1993		931		6.8362592773												Minimum		549

		1994		2207		7.6993894063												Maximum		2466

		1995		1484		7.3024964237												Sum		44127

		1996		1969		7.5852810786												Count		26

		1997		1100		7.0030654588

		1998		1812		7.5021864866

		1999		2173		7.6838639803												cv=		0.2761771672

		2000		1475		7.2964132688

		2001		1242		7.1244782625

		2002		1543		7.3414838524

		2003		1998		7.5999019592

		2004		549		6.3080984415

		2005		1766		7.4764723812

		2006		1940		7.5704432521

		2007		1153		7.0501225203

		2008		1854		7.5251007461

		Column1

		Mean		1697.1923076923

		Standard Error		91.9246852128

		Median		1772

		Mode

		Standard Deviation		468.7257636811

		Sample Variance		219703.841538461

		Kurtosis		0.0422437549

		Skewness		-0.4675587252

		Range		1917

		Minimum		549

		Maximum		2466

		Sum		44127

		Count		26

		cv=		0.2761771672

				Loggerhead Nests

		1983		1,509

		1984		2,247

		1985		1,778

		1986		2,430

		1987		1,380

		1988		1,729

		1989		1,421

		1990		2,466

		1991		2,127

		1992		1,844

		1993		931

		1994		2,207

		1995		1,484

		1996		1,969

		1997		1,100

		1998		1,812

		1999		2,173

		2000		1,475

		2001		1,242

		2002		1,543

		2003		1,998

		2004		549

		2005		1,766

		2006		1,940

		2007		1,153

		2008		1,854





25-YEAR DATA

		



23-year Total

Year

Loggerhead Nests
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Northern Recovery Unit Loggerhead Nest Counts on 
Index Beaches (NC, SC, and GA) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The latest nesting numbers show higher nesting numbers in 2016.  Previously, the outlook had been bleak.  It is difficult to determine the trend for loggerheads at this point.  Due to data limitations we don’t have a complete picture of how loggerheads are doing.  Sea turtles occupy a variety of habitats—and with each habitat type come different threats.  We may not see impacts to the species based on nesting data until 20 years later.  



Beach Driving and Sea Turtles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that introduction, I’d like to move on to beach driving activities and their effects on sea turtles.  



 Direct 
 Collisions: Adults, Hatchlings, and Live 

Stranded Turtles  
 Impacts to  Sea Turtle Nests 

 Hatchling Rut Encounters 

 Indirect 

 Changes in Physical Beach Conditions 

 Contaminants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Impacts may range from outright mortality, such as cars colliding with adult nesting females or running over hatchlings, to alteration of the nesting habitat. Vehicles may leave ruts on the beach that inhibit hatchlings from reaching the ocean or may contaminate sediments.   



  
 Deterrence to Nesting 
 Decreased Nesting Success 
 Collisions with Turtles 
 Crushing of Nests 
 Entrapment in Tire Ruts 
 Disorientation by Vehicle Lights 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beach driving can directly impact sea turtles in several ways:(1) They can be a deterrence to nesting,(2) Cause decreased nesting success,(3) Collisions with turtles,(4) Crushing of nests,(5) Entrapment in tire ruts, and(6) Disorientation by vehicle lights. 



Deterrence to Nesting  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vehicle traffic and vehicle lights on the beach at night may cause some nesting females to avoid an otherwise suitable nesting beach. Nesting females are easily spooked by movement on the beach as they begin making their approach from the ocean or as they begin making their way onto the beach.  



Aborted Nesting Attempts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vehicles may also cause turtles to abort nesting attempts, resulting in false crawls and decreased nesting success.   This also places an increased energy burden on nesting females, which could reduce their reproductive potential in a given year.  



Collisions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vehicles on the beach can also cause the take of sea turtles by colliding with or running over nesting females, hatchlings, or live-stranded turtles.  There’s also the potential for vehicles to run over sea turtle nests as seen in this photo. Driving directly above incubating egg clutches can cause sand compaction which may decrease nest success and directly kill pre-emergent hatchlings.  



Misorientation in Ruts 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vehicle ruts create obstacles for hatchlings as they leave the nest and head to the ocean.  Upon encountering a vehicle rut, hatchlings may be misoriented along and within the vehicle track, rather than crossing over it to reach the water.    



Hatchlings rely on multiple visual cues to find the water 
 
 

 TOWARD bright open areas/horizons 
 

  AWAY from dark silhouettes  i.e. dunes and 
vegetation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hatchlings become diverted not because they cannot physically climb out of the rut, but because the sides of the rut cast a dark shadow and the hatchlings lose their line of sight to the open ocean horizon.  Essentially, the walls of the rut provide a darkened silhouette that hatchlings orient away from and instead they’ll move in the direction of the vehicle that made the rut because that is the brightest, most open horizon.   Hatchlings that are detoured along vehicle ruts are at greater risk to predators, dehydration, and expenditure of energy stores they need to make it safely offshore to their developmental habitat.  



Hatchlings have a limited energy reserve  

for their “frenzy” period. 
 

Any delay on the beach results in increased  

dehydration, exhaustion, predation and death. 

 

Hatchling Disorientations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And finally, vehicle lights can disorient newly hatched sea turtles, as well as nesting females.  Similar to the impacts from tire ruts, hatchlings that are disrupted from their normal sea-finding behavior and spend more time on the beach than normal are at greater risk to predators, dehydration, and expenditure of energy stores they need to make it to the Sargassum.  



 Lighting can deter females from 
emerging from the water to nest 

 
 
 
 Lighting can interfere with 

females finding their way back 
to the water 

 
 Disoriented females may be 

harmed  or even killed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the early days, people thought that lights only affected turtle hatchlings – so we could just dig up the nests and move them someplace safe. The reality is that lights were preventing many females from returning to their natal beaches to nest.  When people say they haven’t had any nesting on their beach in several years it may actually be because of the light.  Not only can it deter them from nesting, it can also cause them to become disoriented once they are on the beach and prevent them from finding their way back to the water.  Females that become disoriented on the beach waste energy wandering around and can become trapped in places they don’t belong. Occasionally, turtles will lose their way and are struck and killed by cars.  



 Compaction 
 Contaminants 
 Dune vegetation 
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Presentation Notes
Beach driving can also have some secondary impacts on sea turtles including:(1) Compaction of the nesting substrate,(2) Contamination of the nesting substrate, and(3) Damage to dune-stabilizing vegetation.  



Compaction 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Compaction of beach sediments by vehicles can result in a nesting turtle having difficulty excavating an egg chamber of adequate depth. She may make more digging attempts before finally constructing a suitable egg chamber, which causes unnecessary energy expenditure. Or she may simply be unable to dig a suitable egg chamber and end up with one that is too shallow, which makes the eggs more susceptible to erosion, predation, and disturbance from activities on the beach.  



Contaminants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Improperly maintained cars may contaminate beach sediments by leaving oil, antifreeze, and other contaminants on the beach, which can have negative effects on sea turtle eggs and hatchlings that come into contact with them.  



Impacts to Dune Vegetation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vehicular traffic on the beach or through dune breaches or low dunes can cause physical changes and loss of plant cover, which can lead to varying degrees of beach instability and cause dune migration.   Since the vehicles on the beach also inhibit plant growth, which opens the area to wind erosion, the beach and dunes may become unstable, resulting in a decrease in the quality of sea turtle nesting habitat.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now I’d like to move on and talk a little about solutions.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A common question we get relative to a variety of activities affecting sea turtles on their nesting beaches is “Why Don’t We Just Relocate All the Nests?” For one thing, there’s a potential for some nests to be missed during nesting surveys and they would still be threatened by beach driving. Regardless, there are numerous potential adverse impacts that can result from nest relocation, so the Fish and Wildlife Service and its State partners require that nests be incubated where they were laid.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very quickly I’ll run through some of the potential adverse impacts from nest relocation.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides the potential for missing nests during a nest relocation program, there is a potential for eggs to be damaged by their movement, particularly if eggs are not relocated within 12 hours of deposition.   Movement alone is known to kill developing embryos by disrupting the membranes that attach to the inside of the egg.  During the first hours after eggs are laid, the potential for movement-induced mortality increases rapidly.   



-Incubation Temperature 
-Gas Exchange 
-Moisture Content 
-Hatching Success 
-Hatchling Emergence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nest relocation also alters the incubation environment, which greatly influences the developing embryo, and, therefore, nest relocation has the potential to adversely affect several biological mechanisms.  For instance, it can have adverse impacts on: incubation temperature, gas exchange, moisture content, hatching success, and hatchling emergence.So, let me run through a few of these impacts in just a little more detail.  



Changes to Incubation 
Environment 

Temperature 
Gas Exchange 
Moisture Content 
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Presentation Notes
With regard to incubation temperatures, relocation of nests often involves them being reburied in higher and drier locations on the beach where tidal overwash is rare, and this can result in lethal incubation temperatures, particularly during drought years. Incubation temperature is also a controlling factor in hatchling sex differentiation.  Nest relocation may change a nest’s thermal environment and, therefore, may produce a sex ratio of hatchlings different from what would have occurred if the nest had been left where it was laid.  



Changes to Incubation 
Environment 

Temperature 
Gas Exchange 
Moisture Content 
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Presentation Notes
Egg relocation can also result in inadequate gas exchange within the nest, which can slow growth and increase embryonic mortality.  



Changes to Incubation 
Environment 

Temperature 
Gas Exchange 
Moisture Content 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proper moisture conditions are also necessary for maximum hatching success and hatchling vigor, and relocation sites (particularly those located higher on the beach) typically don’t provide a moisture content similar to the original nesting site.  



Moisture Content Influences: 
Nitrogen excretion 
Mobilization of calcium 
Mobilization of yolk nutrients 
Hatchling size 
Energy reserves in the yolk at hatching 
Locomotory ability of hatchlings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And we’re concerned about this because water availability is known to influence the incubation environment by affecting a number of factors including: nitrogen excretion mobilization (or uptake) of calcium, mobilization (or uptake) of yolk nutrients, hatchling size, energy reserves in the yolk at hatching, and locomotory ability (or vigor) of hatchlings. All of these affect the survival of hatchlings once they leave the nesting beach and begin their offshore migration.So for these reasons, nest relocation is considered to be a management tool of absolutely last resort.  



 Nest placement is critical to maintaining sex 
ratios 
 

 Overwashed nests- hatchlings more robust 
 

 Maintaining a healthy gene pool 
 

 FWS and NMFS- emphasis on management 
that ensures healthy populations of sea turtles 
and a less manipulative approach 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nest placement is critical to maintaining sex ratios of offspringOverwashed nests produce hatchlings that are more robust and more resilient to sea level riseNatural nest positioning enables the species to maintain a healthy gene poolFWS and NMFS- emphasize management that ensures healthy populations of sea turtles using a less manipulative approach.  
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Presentation Notes
So… now I’d like to talk a little about what’s been done to address beach driving activities elsewhere in the Southeastern United States.   



• NE FL - Nassau, Duval, St. Johns, & Volusia Cos. 
• NW FL - Gulf Co. 
• GA - Cumberland, Little Cumberland, and Sapelo Islands 
• NC - Fort Fisher State Recreation Area, Carolina Beach, 

Freeman Park, Onslow Beach, Emerald Isle, Indian 
Beach/Salter Path, Pine Knoll Shores, Atlantic Beach, Cape 
Lookout National Seashore, Cape Hatteras National 
Seashore, Nag’s Head, Kill Devil Hills, Town of Duck, and 
Currituck Banks 

• VA - Chincoteague NWR and Wallops Island 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Operating public vehicles on nesting beaches for recreational purposes or beach access is allowed on certain beaches: In Northeast Florida – In Volusia and St. Johns counties both developed HCPs under section 10 of the ESA that include T&Cs to protect sea turtles and other wildlife.  Driving in Duval County is limited to a 2-mile stretch of beach at Huguenot Park and a management plan is being developed.  Nassau County has not yet approached the Fish and Wildlife Service for a section 10 permit. In Northwest Florida – Gulf County has a 15-mile stretch of beach where driving is allowed.  An HCP has been drafted and reviewed by the Fish and Wildlife Service but has not yet been approved. (Although vehicles are allowed to access the beach in Walton Co. as well for boat launching only, with a restricted 600-foot area where driving is allowed.) In Georgia – the Georgia DNR only authorizes beach driving to individuals who are engaged in bona fide educational activities or scientific research, are a legal resident on the island, are involved in beach maintenance or security, and/or own or have an interest in real property on the island in question.  Even so, those individuals are restricted to driving during daylight hours from May 1 to October 31, unless they have been authorized to drive on the beach at night for the purposes of scientific research, predator control, educational activities, or law enforcement.  Furthermore, driving is only permitted to occur on the wet sand beach. In North Carolina – the majority of locations allow winter driving (although the start of winter driving varies) and/or do not allow nighttime driving.  Exceptions are Freeman Park in Brunswick County (which operates under a permit system), Cape Lookout NS (which is also in the process of developing an ORV plan), and Currituck Banks. In Virginia - Chincoteague NWR has had 23 nests documented since 1974 and a recent intra-Service section 7 consultation under the ESA was completed for the Refuge that includes terms and conditions to minimize impacts to sea turtles from beach driving.  Wallops Island has had 5 sea turtle nests documented since 1975 and has not approached the Fish and Wildlife Service to discuss driving issues. The island is primarily used for NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility.  
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Presentation Notes
Nothing much has changed over the years.  Hundreds of thousands of people continue to flock to Daytona Beach – the “World’s Most Famous Beach”, and in excess of one million vehicles access the beach each year.  



 Vehicle Access Times  
 Beach Management Areas 
 Conservation Measures 
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Presentation Notes
On Cape Hatteras, the primary strategy is to keep vehicles and turtles apart to the extent practicable.  This is accomplished through 3 main provisions.   



 Vehicle Access Times  
 Beach Management Areas 
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Presentation Notes
Minimize interaction with vehicles during the nesting and hatching season:   



Public Access Hours 

 
November 16–April 30: ORV routes are open to night 
driving 24 hrs a day; 
 
May 1–September 14: ORV routes on ocean beaches are 
closed to ORVs from 9 pm to 7 am to protect nesting sea 
turtles; and 
 
September 15–November 15: ORV routes will reopen 
when there are no sea turtle nests remaining on that route 
or portion of route 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From November 16 through April 30: ORV routes are open to night driving 24 hrs. a day;From May 1 through September 14: ORV routes on ocean beaches are closed to ORVs from 9 pm to 7 am to protect nesting sea turtles; andFrom September 15 through November 15: ORV routes will reopen when there are no sea turtle nests remaining on that route or portion of the route.  



 Vehicle Access Times  
 Beach Management Areas 
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Next slide



 Vehicle Access Times  
 Beach Management Areas 

Seasonal and year-round vehicle-free 
areas 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Out of 68 miles of shoreline, approximately 29 miles are open year-round to ORV use.  23 miles are seasonally designated for ORV use from August 1 through March 14 and about 16 miles are Vehicle-free year round.  



MINIMIZATION 
 
 Mark and Protect All Nests 
 Conduct Rut Removal Program 
 Train Beach Personnel Annually 
 Conduct a Public Education Program 
   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several additional provisions in Cape Hatteras’ Management Plan to minimize impacts to sea turtles.  These include: - Marking and Protecting All Nests- Conducting a Rut Removal Program in front of nests prior to when the nestlings will emerge- Training Park Service Beach Personnel Annually- Conducting a Public Education Program.   
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Presentation Notes
That’s a quick summary of the effects of beach driving activities on sea turtles, as well as some information on efforts that have been undertaken to address impacts to allow sea turtles and beach driving activities to co-exist. 
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